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FROM THE CHAIRMAN 
Welcome to the June 2022 issue of Elite Soccer.  
In this month’s magazine we have five articles that 
offer the training ground insights of some of the  
best managers and coaches in the pro game. 

We begin this issue with an interview with the 
European Championship winning manager of the 
Italian national team, Roberto Mancini, who talks 
though exactly how he prepares his team to play 
international fixtures. 

Next up, we are delighted to have a training session 
from Brian Priske, the manager of Royal Antwerp.  
A non-tactical session, he claims it brings energy and 
motivation to the players through drills that have all 
the tactical elements that a team needs in games.

Newport County manager, James Rowberry, has 
shared a session that he uses with his team in EFL 
League Two. It’s made up of a series of practices 
focused on transitional moments in the game, both  
in terms of offensive and defensive transitions. 

Natalie Henderson is the head coach of England 
Women’s U16s and U17s teams and she has shared  

a session looking at the technical and tactical details 
that are required to make finishing the attack as 
effective as possible for a team.

We also have a session penned by Dan Green, first 
team coach and lead professional development phase 
coach at Exeter City. It’s a plan about decision making 
when in possession. It’s about creating chances and 
taking what the opposition gives you.

I hope you find that this month’s sessions will assist 
your coaching and please let us know how you get on. 
We will return next month with five training sessions 
to help develop your team.
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“Italy manager Roberto Mancini 
talks though how he prepares his 
team to play international fixtures”
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PREPARING AN 
INTERNATIONAL TEAM
ITALY MANAGER ROBERTO MANCINI TELLS ELITE SOCCER HOW HE 
PREPARES HIS TEAM FOR TWO FIXTURES IN INTERNATIONAL WEEK
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MANAGER PROFILE 

ROBERTO MANCINI 
ITALY
In a glittering coaching career, Roberto 
Mancini has enjoyed managerial success in 
Italy, England and Turkey. He is now coach 
of the Italian national team, with whom he 
earned 36 senior caps as a player.

He entered management with Fiorentina 
in 2001, winning the Coppa Italia that year. 
He repeated the feat just three years later 
with Lazio. 

At Inter Milan he won three Serie A titles 
and the Coppa Italia twice more before 
taking over as manager of Manchester City 
in late 2009.

Mancini took City to a fifth place finish 
in the Premier League in 2010 and this 
resulted in European qualification for the 
club for the first time since 1978. 

He subsequently led City to victory in 
the FA Cup in 2011, ending the club’s 35-
year wait for a major trophy. The following 
year he guided City to the Premier League 
title and they were crowned champions of 
England for the first time in 44 years.

After his departure from Manchester 
City, he joined Galatasaray in 2013, winning 
the Turkish Cup in his one season in charge 
before returning to Inter Milan. A spell at 
Zenit St Petersburg followed before he 
took over Italy’s national team in 2018.

He led the Azzurri to victory in the 
delayed 2020 European Championship.

How do you plan the workload for your players 
as you only have them for a week?
As we are working with a national team, the training 
times and the standard plan for the week is very 
different from that of a club team. We deal with a 
lot of different things and above all else we have to 
deal with the physical recuperation of the players. 
We calculate the number of minutes they have 
played in their club games before they arrive for their 
international call-ups and from there the players 
without any physical problems will all start work. 

We keep in consideration that all players act with 
great professionalism before they arrive and they 
continue with this approach after training. They carry 
out therapy and exercises for stretching and gym work, 
activities always followed keenly by the fitness trainers.

ON THE ELITE SOCCER WEBSITE
Check out training sessions by Roberto 
Mancini on the Elite Soccer website…
 Decisive defending

https://elitesoccercoaching.net/coach/roberto-mancini
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What do you get the players to do?
Every training session that we carry out is based on 
what we did yesterday and is for what we do today 
and for what we will do tomorrow. Based on this 
principle, work will begin on preparing the squad to 
face the next team we are due to play – and the focus 
will be planned in relation to what day of the week it 
is and the players that we have available. 

A training plan is drawn up in a close collaboration 
between myself, the coaching staff, the fitness coach 
and the medical team, although that training plan can 
change according to various needs and circumstances.

The fitness coaches will keep in mind the technical 
and tactical work the players carry out. The size of the 
pitches they carry out the work on can vary dependant 
on what we want to obtain on a technical, tactical 
and physical level. In most cases we can use an area 
double the size of the penalty box.

How do you progress the workload of the players 
through the week?
The work progresses or slows depending on the response 
from the players. The players are always involved in the 
preparation of the training plan and we are very careful 

that this happens. At the end of every training cycle, 
all of the players will have carried out the exact same 
technical and physical work that they needed. 

The players are divided up depending on how we 
want to work. For example, it’s unthinkable that the 
coach will put together a group of 20 players for 
tactical work, so we will train in smaller groups.

If we want to train the units, we take all the 
defensive players or all of the midfielders or the 
forwards and run activities with just the small group. 
Or if we want to do even more selective work, we 
use only the number of players from the unit that 
are needed in the game. For example, if we plan to 
have a defence made up of four player on game day, 

“Every training session 
that we carry out is 
based on what we did 
yesterday and is for what 
we do today and for what 
we will do tomorrow”
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“We prepare the session after 
having studied the opponents  
with the match analyst”

only four will go with the coach, even though we have 
more than four defenders in the squad. The others will 
rotate in and it would be like this for all of the units.

Then there is the day when the coach will take 
11 players and run an unopposed 11v0 exercise, or 
maybe we will run an exercise with 11 players against 
other players who line up in the manner of our next 
opponents. While this is going on, those players who 
are not with the coach will continue to work with the 
other coaches and the fitness coach.

What are you expecting to see from your  
players during their preparation for an 
international match?
They are professionals and in this period of time their 
concentration levels and attention has to be at its 
maximum. The base concepts in general have to be 
noted by the players and we prepare the session after 
having studied the opponents with the match analyst.

The defensive concepts come first as they are 
the base elements, while I want to see the full 
participation of the strikers when we build our 
possession into the plan. The strikers must always 
attack the space towards goal and it is very important 
that their first touch doesn’t fail 
them. They should go after 
every ball, believe in it always 
and try to collaborate 
with their team mates. 
Importantly, they mustn’t 
be selfish, as sometimes 
an assist can be more 
important than a goal.

What kind of training exercises would you run 
with your strikers?
The shooting exercises can be organized in different 
ways. For example, it can be organised with the 
strikers playing combinations with other players and 
finishing with a shot at goal, or more simply, the 
finish can come after an exchange of passes with the 
coaches, or even combining with an individual standing 
a bit farther out from the penalty box.

Probably the most complete exercise that we run is 
as follows: we start the ball from one or two players 
in midfield and after an exchange of passes between 
them a pass is played out wide to the wing for a team 
mate who receives. The receiving player has to control 
the ball and then deliver a cross into the penalty area 
for two strikers who make attacking movements and 
try to score a goal. The players should also follow up 

on goal to attack any rebounds.
Concluding with an offensive action and a shot 
at goal, this exercise can be further developed 
during the continuing work of the week and can 
then also be utilised against who we go to play 
in the next game.

We would run this exercise once a week. We 
always try to vary the technical exercises as 
they are sometimes quite physically demanding.

What are the typical mistakes players 
might make and how do you avoid them?
Focusing on the forwards again, I have to say 
that their first touch is fundamental to their 
performance, either to be able to shoot or 
play a one-two. There is no medicine to cure 
a poor first-touch – the player just has to 
possess the humility to train the technical 
skills that we take for granted from them.
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SATURDAY MARCH 19, 2022

The players who played for their 
clubs the night before go to the 
pool for a recovery session.

SUNDAY MARCH 20, 2022

Other players who played 
last night for their clubs go 
to the pool for the same 
kind of recovery session.
4pm: work on the training field. 
Players will have a tactical 
warm up with the coach and 
personalised physical work 
with the fitness trainers.

MONDAY MARCH 21, 2022

4.30pm
Defenders perform tactical 
warm up with the coach.
Other players warm up 
with the trainers and work 
on ball possession.
Tactical work for all players 
includes 11v0 exercise 
and a 5v5 game

TUESDAY MARCH 22, 2022

4.30pm
Defenders will warm 
up with the coach.
Others warm up with trainers 
and work on ball possession 
Tactical work in two groups: 11v0, 
plus set pieces and small-sided 
game; 11v0, plus set pieces.
Tactical work: the two groups 
come together for an 11v11
The last players to arrive, who 
have played in the championship, 
perform gradual work.

TRAINING SCHEDULE
ITALY’S TRAINING SCHEDULE FOR THE INTERNATIONAL WEEK IN MARCH 2022. 

The players who are not involved in tactical exercises with the coach will carry out technical exercises 

with the technical coaching staff. These include themed matches, technical circuits, and combinations 

with a final shot on goal. All players are prepared in detail, both physical and technical.

WEDNESDAY MARCH 23, 2022

5.30pm
Warm up on the field
Rondo
Play reduced field game with 
three teams. The third team act 
as side players on the outside.

THURSDAY MARCH 24, 2022
MATCH DAY 1
11am
Players do tactical warm 
up on positions.
Agility exercises.
Rondo.
Those who are not called 
up for tonight’s game 
perform additional work 
with the physical trainers.

8.45pm: INTERNATIONAL  
MATCH 1 

FRIDAY MARCH 25, 2022

4.30pm
Those who played in last 
night’s international match 
work out in the pool.
Training in action.
Tactical work with the coach.
Small-sided game.

SATURDAY MARCH 26, 2022

Warm up
Ball possession on positions 
and pressure game.

SUNDAY MARCH 27, 2022

4.30pm
Warm up with physical trainers.
Tactics with coach and set 
pieces for 11 players. 
Others: Rondo
Agility exercises
Small-sided game

MONDAY MARCH 28, 2022

Warm up with physical trainers
Rondo
Small-sided game

TUESDAY MARCH 29, 2022
MATCHDAY 2
Players do tactical warm 
up on positions. 
Agility exercises.
Rondo.ss

8.45pm: INTERNATIONAL  
MATCH 2

TYPICAL SESSION PLANWarm up: 6mins
Technical exercise to finish  the warm up: 8mins
Tactical exercise (one group): 15mins
Possession exercise  (other group): 15mins
Final game (pitch size to  be decided): 15mins
Total training time  including breaks: 59mins

8
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As a player, Brian Priske was a defender. He 
played for numerous clubs, including Aalborg 
BK, Racing Genk, Portsmouth and Club Brugge. 
He also played 24 matches for the Denmark 
national team, representing his country at the 
2004 European Championship.

After hanging up his playing boots in 2011, 
Priske turned to coaching and served two 
stints as assistant manager of Midtjylland in 
the Danish Superliga and one spell as assistant 
manager of FC Copenhagen.

In 2019, Priske was appointed as manager of 
Midtjylland, a role he held for nearly two years. 
His achievements at the club include leading 
the team to the Danish Superliga title in his first 
campaign in charge.

In May 2021 he was appointed as the manager 
of Royal Antwerp in the Belgian First Division A.

MANAGER PROFILE 

BRIAN PRISKE 
ROYAL ANTWERP

“There is a competitive 
element to all of the activities 
and there will always be a 
winner and a loser”

SESSION 

POSSESSION, 
PRESSING AND 
FINISHING
This is a non-tactical session to bring 
energy and motivation to the players 
through drills that have all the tactical 
elements that we need in the games. It’s 
a session that I can run without having 
to make a lot of stops to give tactical 
advice. It revolves around playing a lot 
of football and gives the players the 
chance to score plenty of goals.

There is also a competitive element to 
all of the activities and there will always 
be a winner and a loser. Additionally, 
there are a lot of tactical, technical, 
physical and mental elements to the 
activities that the players will need and 
use in their weekend matches.

I would use at least one of these drills 
every week and maybe all of them on 
the same day, for a maximum of once a 
month and depending sometimes upon 
the style of the upcoming opponent.

9
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We start the session with a warm-up passing activity 
to prepare players for the passing and control that 
they will need throughout the session. It’s a small 
rondo activity but with the possibility to apply 
defensive and offensive tactical elements.

We set up three working areas, each made up of two 
9x6-yard boxes spaced 2 yards apart, as shown. Play 
runs in all three working areas at the same time with a 
separate ball in each. 

We’re using three teams of six players, divided into 
pairs. In each working area a red pair starts in the top 
box in a 2v1 with a blue player. The other blue player 
from the pair starts in the two-yard gap between the 
boxes and a yellow pair starts in the bottom box.

A coach begins play by passing a ball into the red 

PASSING DRILL

[1]

BRIAN PRISKE
POSSESSION,  
PRESSING AND  
FINISHING

team in the top box of each working area. The red 
team plays 2v1 in their box against the blue defender, 
with players limited to two touches per player. 

The aim for the reds is to play passes through to the 
yellow pair at the opposite end of the working area, as 
shown [1]. The spare blue defender in the middle zone 
can try to block or intercept the passes. If the blue 
defenders recover the ball twice with a block or by 
clearing the ball out of the box, they switch roles with 
the team that gave the final ball away and the practice 
continues with the same rules. We play four blocks of 
two minutes and 30 seconds each.

Defensively, we want to see players closing down 
passing lines while working together with their team 
mates. Offensively, we want to see players making the 
right decisions along the line or diagonal depending on 
which passing line is open. Technically, it is all about 
quality in the passing and controlling of the ball.

Area:  
Up to half a pitch
Equipment:  
Balls, bibs, cones, 2 mini 
goals, 3 full size goals
Number of Players:  
Up to 20 players  
+ 3 goalkeepers

Session time:  
Passing drill: 10mins
Possession and press: 
12mins
2v2v2 attack on goal: 
15mins
Crossing and finishing: 
14mins

Set-up

 
Ball movement 
Player movement
Dribble
Optional movement

KEY 
The first time the blues win 
possession or clear the ball, the 
coach serves a new ball into the pair 
at the opposite end and the blue 
defenders adjust their press

A coach begins 
play by passing 
to the reds in 
the top box of 
each working 
area. The red 
pair go 2v1 
in their box 
against the 
blue defender, 
with players 
limited to two 
touches. The 
aim for the 
reds is to pass 
to the yellow 
pair at the 
opposite end

The second 
time the blues 
win possession 
or clear the 
ball, the blues 
switch roles 
with the pair 
that gave away 
possession

3

2

1
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“The red team pass the ball with the help of the three goalkeepers  
who give the possession team a 12v9 overload”

POSSESSION AND PRESS

[2]

BRIAN PRISKE 
POSSESSION, PRESSING AND FINISHING

We set up a playing area of 41x35 yards with a full size 
goal and a goalkeeper on each of three sides and two 
unguarded mini target goals on the fourth side, as 
shown.

We’re using 18 outfield players split into two teams of 
nine. The coach starts play by serving to the red team, 
who pass the ball with the help of the three keepers, 
who give the possession team a 12v9 overload. The 
passing players are limited to two-touch.

The aim for the blue defending team is to gain 
possession. If they succeed they must quickly 
transition to attack and try to score in any of the full 
size goals or in either of the two small goals, as shown 
[2]. We want to see the defenders pressing both 
individually and as a team.

We play eight blocks of one minute, switching team 
roles after four blocks. We keep count of the goals 
scored by the pressing team. 
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The coach starts play 
by serving to the red 
possession team

The red 
possession 
team pass the 
ball with the 
help of the 
three keepers 
who give them 
a 12v9 overload

The blue 
defending team 
press to gain 
possession. If 
they succeed 
they transition 
to attack and 
try to score 
past the 
keepers in any 
of the full size 
goals or in 
either of the 
two unguarded 
small goals

1

2

3
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BRIAN PRISKE 
POSSESSION, PRESSING AND FINISHING

2v2v2 ATTACK ON GOAL

[3a]

[3b]

We set up a playing area of 28 yards in length split 
into a 14-yard keeper’s zone in front of the full size 
goal, two three-yard zones either side of the 18-yard 
line, and an eight-yard outer zone with two mini goals 
on the edge, as shown. The area is 10 yards wide.

We’re using six players split into three teams of 
two, with one pair in each of the three outer zones. 
Play begins with the coach serving to the red pair in 
the zone furthest from the main goal. The aim for the 
two reds is to play passes through the middle zone 
to the yellow strikers in order to create goal-scoring 
opportunities. The yellow strikers are limited to a 

maximum of two touches. A goal counts as double 
if one yellow lays the ball off for the second yellow 
striker to finish with one touch, as shown [3a].

The blues in the middle zone must try to intercept 
the ball or win possession. One blue defender can 
press from the middle zone to create a 2v1 in the 
outer zone in order to put pressure on the red 
possession pair. If the blues in the middle zone win 
the ball, they transition to go 2v2 against the reds and 
try to score in the two small goals, as shown [3b].

Each block is made up of three one-minute games 
and we play four blocks.

The blues in 
the middle 
zone must 
try to win 
possession. 
One blue can 
press from 
the middle 
zone to 
create a 2v1 
in the outer 
zone

Play begins with 
the coach serving 
to the red pair in 
the zone furthest 
from the main goal 

The aim for the two reds is 
to play passes through the 
middle zone to the yellow 
strikers in order to create 
goal-scoring opportunities

A goal counts as double 
if one yellow lays the ball 
off for the second striker 
to finish with one touch

If the blues win the ball, they transition 
to go 2v2 against the reds and try to 
score in one of the two small goals

4

1

3

2 1
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CROSSING AND FINISHING

[4]

BRIAN PRISKE 
POSSESSION, PRESSING AND FINISHING

We set up a playing area the size of two penalty boxes 
with a full size goal and goalkeeper at each end. The aim 
of this activity is to create a lot of scoring opportunities 
either from individual play or from crosses.

We’re using 20 outfield players split into two teams 
of 11 including keepers. Each team has five outfield 
players inside the playing area who are all-in and five 

players on the outside who are limited to two-touch. 
If the outside players use two touches, the second 
touch must be a cross. If a goal is scored from a cross 
or an assist from an outside player, then the goal 
counts as double, as shown [4].

This activity is aimed at stimulating a winning 
mentality. We play two games of six minutes.

COACHING POINTS
What are the key things to look for?
Technically the whole session has an eye on the 
quality of both passing and controlling the ball.  
In every one of the activities, that is a key element 
we look out for. 

Tactically speaking, from an offensive perspective 
we also look for players to make forward passes 
and passes through the lines to make it possible to 
score goals.

Defensively, the key element is the physical 
pressure. Also of importance is working together as 
a team and closing lines through the team to deny 
opponents the opportunity to score goals.

What are the typical mistakes players might 
make and how do I avoid them?
The most common mistakes are the technical errors 
from the players – the easy passing or controlling 
mistakes. It’s all about encouraging the focus of the 
players. To remedy this, we set our demands high to 
get more quality in the drills.

Each team has five outfield players 
inside the playing area. They have 
unlimited touches and try to score 
at the end their team is attacking

Each team has 
five players 
on the outside 
who are limited 
to two-touch. 
If they use two 
touches, the 
second touch 
must be a 
cross

If a goal is 
scored from 
either a cross 
or an assist 
from an 
outside player, 
then the goal 
counts as 
double

1

2

3
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After hanging up his boots at the age of 21, 
James Rowberry began a career in coaching. 
In 2009 he joined his hometown club, Newport 
County, working with the first team and with 
the development team. He also worked with the 
Welsh Football Trust as a football development 
officer, and later as a coach educator. 

Moving to Cardiff City in 2013 to work with the 
club’s academy, Rowberry was made a first team 
coach at Cardiff City in 2014 and by the time 
he was 29 years old he had become one of the 
youngest people to gain the UEFA pro licence.

In October 2021, Rowberry returned to EFL 
League Two club Newport County as manager.

MANAGER PROFILE 

JAMES ROWBERRY 
NEWPORT COUNTY

“Transitional elements of the 
game are important, with 
current statistics suggesting  
it takes less than 10 seconds  
to score a goal”

SESSION 

TRANSITIONAL 
PRACTICES
The primary aim of this training 
session is to focus on transitional 
moments in the game. The session is 
designed to focus on, and allow players 
to encounter, as many transitional 
elements as possible, both in terms of 
offensive and defensive moments. 

The secondary aims of the session 
are to rehearse the players in handling 
the ball in tight areas and it focuses on 
improving their bodywork to maintain 
possession, as well as showing them 
how to be effective in 1v1 offensive and 
defensive situations.

This session includes some of my 
preferred practices, as they are relevant 
to the game and cover all moments of a 
match. Players continually get touches 
of the ball and the objectives of the 
practice are to continually develop 
the players’ technical and tactical 
awareness, as well as falling in line with 
their physical needs.  

Transitional elements are more 
important than ever before, with current 
statistics suggesting it takes less than 
10 seconds to score a goal, therefore 
the acts of “breaking out” to score, 
maintaining the ball and defending 
transitional moments are vital.

This type of session would be on run 
on Match Day -4, as there will be a lot 
of high accelerations and decelerations, 
plus numerous sprints and high speed 
runs. However, from a technical and 
tactical perspective the session lends 
itself to any part of the week, as 
transitional moments, dealing with the 
ball in tight areas and 1v1 situations are 
a part of most teams’ principles of play.

14
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Switch!

We set up a playing area of 20x10 yards divided into 
two halves. We’re using eight players split into two 
teams of four. The red team are set up to play 4v2 
against two blue defenders in one half, with the 
remaining two blues starting in the opposite half. 

The coach plays a ball to the reds to begin the 
practice. The red team of four must pass to keep 
possession in one half using unlimited touches, while 
the two blue defenders in the same half must try to 
win the ball back and transfer it to their two waiting 
team mates in the opposite half. 

TRANSITION RONDO

[1]

JAMES ROWBERRY
TRANSITIONAL  
PRACTICES

When the two pressing blues succeed in passing it 
across the halfway line, they then follow the ball into the 
other half and join their team mates in becoming the new 
possession team of four, as shown [1]. Two red players 
also run across to the opposite half to defend with the 
aim of winning the ball back as quickly as possible, 
creating a new 4v2 situation in the opposite half.

The defending team must fully intercept the ball, 
otherwise the attacking team keeps possession.

We play four blocks of 90 seconds with a rest in 
between.

Area:  
Up to full pitch
Equipment:  
Balls, bibs, cones,  
2 full size goals
Number of Players:  
Up to 20 players  
+ 2 goalkeepers

Session time:  
Transition rondo: 10mins
Transition possession: 
8mins
Counter-attacking drill: 
10mins
11v11 game: 20mins

Set-up

 
Ball movement 
Player movement
Dribble
Optional movement

KEY 
The coach plays a 
ball to the reds to 
begin the practice 

The red team of four 
must keep possession 
in one half using 
unlimited touches

The two blue defenders in the same half as 
the reds try to win the ball. If they succeed 
they transfer it to their two team mates in 
the opposite half and then both follow the 
ball. They become the new passing team

Two red players also run across to 
the opposite half to press, creating 
a new 4v2. They must try to win the 
ball back as soon as possible

41
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“The three blue defenders must try to win the ball back and if they 
succeed they transfer it to their two team mates in the opposite half”

TRANSITION POSSESSION

[2]

JAMES ROWBERRY 
TRANSITIONAL PRACTICES

We set up a playing area of 30x15 yards divided into 
two halves. We’re using ten players split into two 
teams of five. The reds play 5v3 against three blue 
defenders in one half, while the remaining pair of 
blues wait in the other half. 

The coach serves a ball to the red team of five 
to start the practice and they must pass to keep 
possession of the ball using unlimited touches. 
The three blue defenders must try to win the ball 
back and if they succeed they transfer it to their 

two waiting team mates in the opposite half, as 
shown [2]. When this happens, the three blue 
defenders follow the ball across the halfway line 
and join with their two team mates in becoming 
the new passing team of five. Three red players 
also run across to the opposite half to defend, 
with the aim of winning possession back as quickly 
as possible, creating a new 5v3 situation.

We play four blocks of two minutes with a rest  
in between each block.

The coach serves 
a ball to the red 
team of five to 
start the practice 

The reds must 
pass in their half 
to keep possession 
using unlimited 
touches

The three blue defenders try to win 
the ball back. If they succeed, they 
transfer it to their two team mates in 
the opposite half and follow the ball, 
becoming the new passing team

Three reds also run  
into the opposite half 
to press with the aim 
of winning the ball back 
as quickly as possible, 
creating a new 5v3

4

1

2

3
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JAMES ROWBERRY 
TRANSITIONAL PRACTICES

COUNTER-ATTACKING DRILL

[3]

We set up a playing area on one half of the pitch 
coned off to the width of the penalty area. We 
position a full size goal and a goalkeeper at one end. 
We’re using nine players split into a red attacking team 
of five and a blue defending team of four. 

The goalkeeper starts play by passing the ball into 
one of the three red attackers who are positioned 
behind the start line. The receiving red attacker 
should run the ball over the start line and then 
combine with the team’s two strikers to launch an 
attack on the goal guarded by two blue centre backs, 
as shown [3]. 

As soon as the red attacker crosses the start line 

with the ball after receiving from the goalkeeper, the 
two blue defenders behind the line can recover to 
support the two blue centre backs in trying to stop 
the attack. The two other reds behind the start line 
can make runs to support the attack and this creates 
a 5v4 counter-attacking situation. 

The attacking team have a maximum of eight 
seconds to score a goal. Once the eight seconds have 
passed without a goal, the coach can play a second 
ball into the attacking team who now attack the 
defending team in balance. 

We play two blocks of four minutes with a rest in 
between.

The goalkeeper starts 
play by making a long 
pass to one of the 
three red attackers 
who are positioned 
behind the start line 

The receiving 
red should 
run the ball 
over the start 
line and then 
combine with 
the team’s 
two strikers 
to launch an 
attack on 
the goal.

As soon as the red attacker crosses the 
start line with the ball, the two blues 
behind the start line can recover to 
support the two blue centre backs

The two other 
reds behind 
the start line 
can make runs 
to support the 
attack, making 
it a 5v4. The 
attacking team 
have eight 
seconds to 
score a goal

4

1

2
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11v11 GAME

[4a]

JAMES ROWBERRY 
TRANSITIONAL PRACTICES

We set up on a full pitch with a goal and a goalkeeper 
at each end. We’re using 20 outfield players split into 
two teams of 11 including keepers. The two teams are 
set up in different shapes to work on principles of 
play. Here the red team is set up in 3-5-2 formation 
and the blue team is set up in a 4-4-2 formation.

We play a normal 11v11 game. In game 1 of the 
activity, we encourage players to focus on attacking 
transitions. To do this, the coach can blow a whistle 
or signal a switch of possession at any time during the 

game and play a new ball to the out-of-possession 
team, who then look to counter-attack in transition, 
as shown [4a].

In game 2 we encourage the players to focus 
on using a possession-based approach, as shown 
[4b]. For both teams the condition is two-touches 
maximum per player when they are in possession in 
their own half of the pitch and unlimited touches in 
their attacking half. 

We play two games of eight minutes.

Play a normal 11v11 
game with teams 
set up in different 
shapes. Here 
the reds start in 
possession

In game 1 teams 
must focus on 
making attacking 
transitions. The 
coach can blow 
a whistle or 
signal a switch of 
possession at any 
time and play a new 
ball to the out-of-
possession team. 
Here the coach has 
switched play to the 
blues, who launch a 
counter-attack

1

2
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[4b]

JAMES ROWBERRY 
TRANSITIONAL PRACTICES

COACHING POINTS
What are the key things to look for?
We want to see players working on their 
attacking transitions. They must show they are 
capable of gaining control of possession and 
breaking forward quickly to either score or gain 
an advantage on the opposition. 

Defending transitions are also important and 
players must be able to show they can recover the 
ball after losing possession. They must show they 
can make effective recovery runs and sprints to 
defend against longer counter-attacks.

The ability to maintain possession of the ball 

while in tight areas is also important and players 
must be able to use their upper body to get 
between the player and the ball.

What are the typical mistakes players might 
make and how do I avoid them?
There will be chaos in this session. I believe that is 
part of the learning process and stretching players 
out of their comfort zones will help develop their 
individual needs. When I talk about chaos, I mean 
this in terms of potentially lots of transitions and 
turnovers of possession in the practice. 

Some players may not understand the practice to 
begin with but what’s important is that players are 
comfortable in being uncomfortable.

1

2

3
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4b
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20
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In game 2 
encourage 
the players 
to focus on a 
possession-
based 
approach

For both teams 
the condition 
is two-touches 
maximum per 
player when 
they are in 
possession in 
their own half 
of the pitch

Both teams 
have unlimited 
touches in their 
attacking half

1

2

3
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Natalie Henderson is currently head coach of 
the England Women’s U17s team. She previously 
worked at Newcastle United, where she served 
as an academy coach and YDP lead phase coach. 
When accepting the job at Newcastle United, 
she became the first female coach to work in 
a male Premier League academy and she spent 
eight years there. 

In 2017 she was an inaugural winner of the 
Premier League’s Eamonn Dolan award, an 
accolade that recognises people making an 
exceptional contribution to football coaching 
and coach development within the academy 
environment.

She previously worked as head coach of 
women’s football at Tyne Metropolitan College 
and she holds her UEFA A licence, AYA Licence 
as well as a BA (Hons) in sports development 
and coaching from Northumbria University.

MANAGER PROFILE 

NATALIE  
HENDERSON 
ENGLAND WOMEN U17s

“This session has everything 
in it that footballers of today 
and of the future could 
possibly need”

SESSION 

FINISHING THE 
ATTACK
Finishing the attack is potentially the 
most exciting but most under-practised 
part of the game and this session is 
all about looking at the technical and 
tactical details that are required to 
make finishing the attack as effective  
as possible. 

We’ll look at the “brilliant basics”, such 
as timing and movement, creating space, 
receiving skills, ball speed, disguise 
and quality of the end-product. We 
will also examine what “look forward, 
play forward” looks like, as well as ball 
retention in the final third.

This session has everything that 
footballers of today and of the future 
could possibly need: attacking, 
defending and transitions, as well as the 
“brilliant basics”, which are the standard 
tools needed to become a footballer. It 
also has lots of intensity, repetition and 
realism in it. 

This session can be used by coaches 
for many different coaching topics, 
such as 1v1 excellence, developing 
and executing crosses or combination 
play, looking at final third movement, 
playing between the lines, as well as 
protecting your own penalty area and 
counter-attacking. There are also lots 
of adaptations that can be made, based 
on the age and ability of the players and 
the required main focus of the session.

I tend to run this practice on the day 
before a game.

20
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We would always start these kind of sessions with 
a lively rondo to get the players switched on and 
reactive as early as possible.

We set up a playing area of 25x25 yards with a 
mini goal positioned in each corner and a large circle 
marked out on the inside, as shown. The area size 
should be tight to allow for lots of transitions, plenty 
of chaos and quick decision making.

We’re using 20 outfield players split into a red 
possession team of nine, a blue pressing team of nine 
and two yellow neutrals who play inside the circle for 
the team in possession. The passing team sets up with 
eight players around the outside of the circle, with one 
bounce player in the centre. This bounce player should 
be a number 10 that needs to work on their scanning 

RONDO

[1]

NATALIE HENDERSON
FINISHING THE 
ATTACK

and awareness and to improve their playing on limited 
touches in tight areas under pressure.

The team in possession passes the ball with the 
aim of working it from the player at the bottom of the 
circle to the player at the top of the circle (and back 
again). If they succeed, they score a point. Stringing a 
run of six passes together also scores a point.

The blue defenders try to gain possession from the 
passing reds and if they succeed they can score in any 
of the four mini goals, as shown [1]. In transition the 
blues can use the yellow neutral players to help them 
score in the goals. 

On losing possession, the reds can immediately try 
to stop the defenders scoring in the mini goals and 
can enter the circle to do this. 

1 2a

2b

2c

3

34

25

25

Area:  
Up to three quarters of 
pitch
Equipment:  
Balls, bibs, cones, 
4 mini target goals, 
2 full size goals

Number of Players:  
Up to 20 players  
+ 2 goalkeepers
Session time:  
Rondo: 15mins
Patterns of play: 15mins
11v11 conditioned game: 
15mins

Set-up

 
Ball movement 
Player movement
Dribble
Optional movement

KEY 

The red team in 
possession pass the 
ball with the aim 
of working it from 
the player at the 
bottom of the circle 
to the player at the 
top to score a point. 
Stringing six passes 
together also scores 
a point 

The blue defenders try 
to regain possession 
and if they succeed 
they can score in any 
of the four mini goals

The two yellow neutrals play for the 
team in possession. They can help the 
reds pass and they can help the blues 
transition to score in the mini goals

1
2

3
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“We want to see players being particularly ruthless by getting to  
the goal quickly and being clinical with their finishing”

PATTERNS OF PLAY
[2a]

NATALIE HENDERSON
FINISHING THE ATTACK

We set up a playing area between the penalty boxes 
of a pitch with a full size goal and a goalkeeper at 
each end. We are using the full width of the pitch. 
We’re using 20 outfield players split into two teams 
of 11 including keepers. Both teams are set up in team 
shape.

Two coaches wait on either side of the pitch ready 
to serve in. This practice uses three balls.

Ball 1: The coach serves a “look forward, play 
forward” ball into the red attacking team, who play 
unopposed – for this phase the defenders remain 

static. The reds are on limited touches and they must 
try to score in the goal they are attacking, as shown 
[2a]. Play continues until the ball is dead. 

This is a good opportunity to coach the “brilliant 
basics” such as making movements realistic to the 
ball’s position; working on complimentary movements 
and receiving skills; using the correct weight of pass; 
and ensuring the quality of the final product. 

We want to see players being particularly ruthless 
by getting to the goal quickly and being clinical with 
their finishing. 

1 2a

2b

2c

3

34

25

25
Ball 1 is played to the 
reds, who attack the top 
goal unopposed. The reds 
are on limited touches

The blues remain 
static for this ball

1

2
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NATALIE HENDERSON
FINISHING THE ATTACK

[2b]

[2c]

Ball 2: The coach serves a “retention” ball to same 
red attacking team and the team must make six 
passes before they can try to score in the goal that 
they are attacking. The blue defending team can now 
move and interfere with play but they cannot tackle, 
as shown [2b]. Play continues until the ball is dead. 

This phase offers a good opportunity to look at the 
team’s shape when in-possession and is concerned 
with ball retention, as well as preventing a counter-
attack by counter-pressing if the blues win the ball.

Ball 3: The coach on the opposite side of the pitch 
now serves a ball to the blue defending team, who 
must counter-attack the goal at the end they are 
attacking, as shown [2c]. The game is live at this 
point. This phase offers a good opportunity to coach 
the red possession team on what to do on losing the 
ball, showing them how to deny the counter-attack 
by pressing and preventing forward play in the final 
third. It’s also a good opportunity to coach counter-
attacking with the blue team.

1 2a

2b

2c

3

34

25

25

1 2a

2b

2c

3

34

25

25

Ball 2 is served into the reds, who 
must make six passes before they 
can try to score in the goal they 
are attacking

The blues can move and 
interfere with play but 
they cannot tackle

Ball 3 is served to the blues, 
who counter-attack the goal 
at the end they are attacking

The reds counter-press 
and try to stop the 
attack

1

2

1

2
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11v11 CONDITIONED GAME

[3]

NATALIE HENDERSON
FINISHING THE ATTACK

We set up on half a pitch with a goal and a goalkeeper 
at each end. The playing area is divided into three 
equal zones and we cone it off to a width of 
approximately 34 yards, as shown [3].

We’re using 20 outfield players split into two teams 
of 11 including keepers. Both teams have three players 
in each end zone and four players in the central zone.

Play starts from a goalkeeper, who can pass to a 
team mate in any zone. The aim for both teams is to 
score in the goal at the end they are attacking. When 
their team is out of possession, players must defend 
in their allocated zones. However, when their team 
is in possession, any player can drop down a zone or 
move up a zone to join the play. Players can also shoot 
from any zone they wish. 

Play can restart in any way, depending on the 

objectives of the session, whether that’s from a 
keeper to practice playing out from the back, from a 
throw-in to practice double movements to receive, or 
from a “reaction ball” served in by the coach.

This practice allows players the opportunity to 
create overloads when their team is in possession, as 
well as opportunities to score plenty of goals.

We can progress this practice by removing the zones 
and allowing the players to go wherever they want for 
an 11v11 game. We ensure scores are still kept and that 
the game intensity is as high as possible. 

I’m a big believer in never forgetting why we all fell 
in love with football in the first place – the game 
itself, played with freedom. So I would always try and 
allow players to play a “free game” at some point 
within a session if possible.

COACHING POINTS
What are the typical mistakes players might 
make and how do I avoid them?
The “finishing the attack” stage in football is one 
of the most difficult parts of the game. Therefore, 
throughout this session players may become 
frustrated that they are not always creating and 
scoring goals or that they can’t get past defenders 
who are having a good day. 

To help remedy these problems, it’s important 

to revert back to the “brilliant basics” and really 
focus on whether players are getting these right. 
For example: what is their movement like to lose 
a defender and get into space to receive? Is 
their first touch setting them up for their next 
movement? Are they sending a pass to a team 
mate’s correct foot to help them get turned and 
play forwards? 

These are the tiny details that are so important 
within the game. Often, when done correctly, they 
lead to more effective play and, more importantly 
in this session, to more effective finishing.

1 2a

2b

2c

3

34

25

25
Play starts from a keeper 
who can pass to a team 
mate in any zone

When their team is out 
of possession, players 
must defend in their 
allocated zones

When their team is in 
possession, players can 
drop down a zone or move 
up a zone to join the play 
and create overloads 
that give their team an 
advantage

The aim for teams is to score 
in the goal at the end they are 
attacking. Players can shoot 
from any zone

4

1

2
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Dan Green started his coaching career with 
Exeter City working with the youth development 
phase players and soon became the club’s U18s 
coach. He has subsequently served the club as 
U23s manager and he guided the team through 
qualification for the U23 Premier League Cup for 
the 2018-19 season. 

He is currently the club’s first team and lead 
professional development phase coach.

COACH PROFILE 

DAN GREEN 
EXETER CITY

“A fundamental aspect of 
decision making is recognition 
of the opportunities when 
presented and this session 
provides players with a range 
of challenges”

SESSION 

TAKING WHAT  
THE OPPOSITION 
GIVES YOU 
This training session is all about the 
decision making of the players when the 
team is in possession of the ball – it’s 
about creating chances and taking what 
the opposition gives you. 

The key decisions that players will 
be required to make in this session are 
around recognising how the opposition 
are defending and therefore what 
spaces are available and how these 
spaces can be exploited. Along with 
reacting to what the opposition gives 
them, we will look at how our players 
can create the moments they want by 
manipulating the opposition.

A fundamental aspect of decision 
making in the game is recognition of 
the opportunities when presented and 
this session provides the players with a 
range of challenges that are dependant 
on how the opposition are defending. 

This session allows for a repetition 
of attacking opportunities with 
consequences in all moments if 
possession is turned over. This will 
provide a challenge for the players 
and will improve the standard of their 
decision making and the execution of 
these decisions.

We would run these types of practices 
each week but alter the focus within 
them, dependant on the learning 
objectives of the session. The positive 
aspect of this is that the players will be 
familiar with the format and can then 
get straight into the learning.

25
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Each playing area consists of two 10x12-yard end 
zones separated by 4x12 yard centre zone. Every 
playing area has a mini target goal on each of its four 
corners, as shown in the diagrams. Here we have set 
up two playing areas side by side. 

We are using 10 players in each playing area, split 
into a possession team of seven against a pressing 
team of three. The possession team has a 4v2 
overload in the top end zone and a 2v1 overload in the 
centre zone, plus one player waiting  to receive the 
ball in the bottom end zone.

TRANSFER RONDO GAME

[1a]

DAN GREEN
TAKING WHAT  
THE OPPOSITION  
GIVES YOU 

Play starts with a coach serving a ball into the 
possession team in the top end zone. To score a 
point, the possession team must either complete four 
passes and transfer the ball directly to their waiting 
team mate in the opposite end zone, where the 
receiver is limited to one-touch, or they can complete 
four passes and transfer the ball via a team mate in 
the middle zone where they have a 2v1 advantage, as 
shown [1a]. They can also score a point by retaining 
the ball in one end zone for eight passes. However, 
the possession team can only score by making eight 

Area:  
Up to three quarters of pitch
Equipment:  
Balls, bibs, cones, 8 mini 
goals, 2 full size goals
Number of Players:  
Up to 20 players  
+ 2 goalkeepers

Session time:  
Transfer rondo game: 15mins
Progress through the zones: 
15mins
Attack v defence: 20mins

Set-up

 
Ball movement 
Player movement
Dribble
Optional movement

KEY 

Play starts 
with a coach 
serving a 
ball into the 
possession 
team in the 
top end zone

To score a 
point, the 
possession 
team must 
complete four 
passes and 
transfer the 
ball to their 
waiting team 
mate in the 
opposite end 
zone, where 
the receiver 
is limited to 
one-touch

To transfer the ball, the possession 
players can pass directly into the 
opposite end zone or use the help of 
their two team mates in the central zone

Once the ball 
has been 
transferred, 
three possession 
players and two 
pressers follow 
the ball into the 
other end zone 
to maintain the 
4v2 overload 
in favour of 
the passing 
team and play 
continues

4

1

2

3
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“We want to see the possession players asking these key questions of 
themselves: What are the opposition giving? Where is the space?”

[1b]

DAN GREEN 
TAKING WHAT THE OPPOSITION GIVES YOU 

passes once per end before having to transfer to ball 
to the other end.

Once the ball has been transferred, three possession 
players and two pressing player follow the ball into 
the other end to maintain the 4v2 overload in favour 
of the passing team. The teams must also maintain a 
2v1 overload in favour of the possession team in the 
central zone.

If the pressing defenders win the ball from the 
possession team, they must transition to attack as 
quickly as possible and try to score in one of the mini 

goals, as shown [1b]. If the defending team scores,  
the possession team loses a point off its total score.

Possession players must be aware of using the 
correct weight of pass and be accurate with the 
execution of their passes. They should try to break 
lines and draw the opposition out in order to do this. 
We also want to see the possession players asking 
these key questions of themselves: What are the 
opposition giving? Where is the space? How can they 
get what they want?

We play for 15 minutes in blocks of 60 seconds.

If the pressing defenders win 
the ball, they must transition 
to attack and try to score in 
one of the mini goals

1
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DAN GREEN 
TAKING WHAT THE OPPOSITION GIVES YOU 

PROGRESS THROUGH THE ZONES

[2a]

We set up a playing area of 90x44 yards, made up of 
a Build Zone of 25x44 yards, a Progress Zone of 30x44 
yards, and a Create and Finish Zone of 35x44 yards. 
We position two small goals at the Build Zone end of 
the playing area plus another two small goals on each 
side. We also position a full size goal and a goalkeeper 
at the Create and Finish Zone end of the playing area.

We’re using 19 outfield players split into a red team 

of ten who are attacking the main goal and a blue 
team of nine. The reds have a 5v3 overload in the 
Build Zone, are 3v3 in the Progress Zone, and are 
outnumbered 2v3 in the Create and Finish Zone.

The coach starts the practice and can serve the ball 
into one of the red players in any of the three zones, 
as shown [2a]. When the ball is in the 5v3 Build Zone, 
the red team must complete three passes before 

The coach can serve 
the ball into any of the 
three zones to start 
the practice

When the ball is in the 5v3 Build 
Zone, the reds must complete 
three passes before playing it into 
the 3v3 Progress Zone

Once the ball enters the 
Progress Zone, it can be played 
forwards to the Create and 
Finish Zone using just one pass

To begin with the 
blue defending 
team must stay in 
their zones

The aim for the red 
attacking team is to 
play through the zones 
and score a goal

5

4 1 2
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[2b]

DAN GREEN 
TAKING WHAT THE OPPOSITION GIVES YOU 

playing it into the 3v3 Progress Zone. Once the ball 
enters the Progress Zone, it can be played forwards to 
the Create and Finish Zone using just one pass. 

To begin with the blue defending team must stay 
in their zones and the aim for the red team is to play 
through the zones and score a goal.

There is an offside line marked 25 yards from goal, 
although defenders can start higher than the line if 
they want to.

To progress the practice, one player from the blue 
defending team can jump into the next zone to press 
(or one can recover into previous zone to defend). 
If any of the players from the blue defending team 

regain the ball, they transition to attack and must 
try to score in one of the six mini goals as quickly as 
possible, as shown [2b].

The coaching focus for the attacking team is 
on encouraging the players to recognise what 
the defensive team are doing and what attacking 
opportunities the defending team’s play and off the ball 
movement can lead to. We want to see the possession 
team finding the spare man until an opportunity arises 
to progress through the zones. When that opportunity 
arises, the receiving player in the next zone should look 
to play the ball forward with a first touch pass.

We play six two-minute rounds.

There is an offside line 25 yards 
from goal, although the blue 
defenders can start higher than 
the line if they want to

To progress the practice, a 
player from the blue defending 
team can jump into the next 
zone to press (or recover into 
the previous zone to defend)

If any of the 
players from 
the blue 
defending 
team regains 
the ball, they 
transition to 
attack and 
must try to 
score in one of 
the mini goals

1

2 3
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DAN GREEN 
TAKING WHAT THE OPPOSITION GIVES YOU 

We set up a playing area between the two penalty 
boxes with a goal and a goalkeeper at each end. The 
main playing area is coned off to the width of the 
penalty area and is split into three zones, with an 
additional wide zone on each side. A retreat line is 
marked in yellow 20 yards from each goal.

We’re using 20 outfield players, split into two teams 
of nine, plus two neutral yellow floaters. Seven of 
the players from each team start in the main playing 
area, while each team has two wide players, one on 
each side of the pitch next to the half their team is 
attacking. The two floaters start in the centre circle. 
Both teams are set-up with a 3-2-3 formation in the 
main area, with three defenders in their defensive 
zone, two midfielders in the centre zone and two 
strikers in the finishing zone.

The coach starts play by serving the ball into the 
red team in their attacking half of the pitch. The reds 
now have 30 seconds to score a goal. If they score, 
they receive another ball from the coach and the time 
resets for a new 30-second attack. 

The wide players can be used to support the attack 
if needed – they have two touches to cross the ball if 
they receive it in the wide zone, as shown [3a], or they 
have just one touch if they receive it by moving inside 
the pitch.

Each team’s defenders must always start behind the 
yellow retreat line but they can go over the line the 
moment the attackers cross the halfway line.

If a player from the out-of-possession blue team 
regains possession of the ball, they must dribble it over 
the halfway line as quickly as possible in transition in 

The coach starts by serving 
to the reds in their attacking 
half. They have 30 seconds 
to score. If they succeed, 
they receive another ball 
from the coach and the 
time resets for another 
30-second attack

Each team’s defenders must always 
start behind the yellow retreat 
line but they can go forward the 
moment the opposition attackers 
cross the halfway line

The wide players can 
support the attack. 
They have two touches 
to cross the ball if they 
receive it in the wide 
zone, but just one touch 
if they come inside to 
receive it

1

2

3
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DAN GREEN 
TAKING WHAT THE OPPOSITION GIVES YOU 

order to launch a counter-attack on the red team, as 
shown [3b]. Two attacking reds can recover into the 
defensive half to help the three red defenders, while 
two blue players can join in the counter-attack and 
support the two blue strikers to create a situation with 
four attackers plus the wide players. A neutral player 

can also join the attack, while the other neutral can 
move up to the halfway line to act as the pivot player.

We can progress this activity by making goals count 
double if a team can regain the ball and score within 
six seconds in transition.

We play five games of three minutes.

COACHING POINTS
What are the key things to look for?
The key learning objectives require players 
to recognise the moment of the game they’re 
in, within the cycle of play. If players regain 
possession they should recognise whether to 
tidy and counter-attack or tidy and secure 
possession.

While in possession, players need to recognise 
the opportunities that the opposition are 
presenting. What are they giving? Where is the 
space? How can we take what they are giving? 
Are they pressing man for man? Is there space 

between or beyond the lines? Are they sat off 
and if so, should we step in and draw them out?

What are the typical mistakes players might 
make and how do I avoid them?
Players can often make mistakes when positioning to 
take what the opposition give them. For example, if 
the opposition press high and leave space in behind, 
it’s important that our players stretch the pitch and 
threaten in behind. When we break through a line, 
players must try to stay through the line.

Tidying possession on regaining the ball is important 
so that the team has time to establish its shape and 
principles. Players should also be patient in possession, 
not forcing passes and turning over possession. 

If the out-of-possession 
blue team regains 
possession, they dribble 
over the halfway line to 
launch a counter-attack 

Two reds can recover into the 
defensive half to help the three 
red defenders

Two blue midfielders can join the counter-
attack. A yellow neutral can also join in, 
while the other neutral moves up to the 
halfway line to act as the pivot player

Here the 
wide player 
is limited 
to just 
one touch 
because he 
came inside 
the main 
playing area 
to support 
the attack

4

1

2

3
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On the front foot, playing with freedom, striving to 
win, or on the back foot, playing with fear, striving not 
to lose!

Recognise these opposing playing states? They are 
two prime mediators of game outcomes. They can be 
obvious and they can be subtle. They can shift from 
one to the other in the blink of an eye. And they can 
influence the ebb and flow and momentum of a game.

In science, they are referred to as “approach 
behaviour” and “avoidant behaviour”. They happen as a 
consequence of two brain mechanisms, both of which 
are widely accepted in the neuroscientific community 
– one of which is called the Behavioural Activation 
System (BAS), which engages approach behaviour, and 
something called the Behavioural Inhibition System 
(BIS), which instigates avoidant behaviour.

When players are firing BAS and are experiencing 
“approach” they give themselves their best chance 

to focus on the task at hand, compete at an optimal 
intensity level, and execute their actions with a sense 
of positive intent. Such a brain and body state leads 
to heightened awareness, speedy anticipation, and 
accurate decision making. 

Conversely, when players are firing BIS and are 
experiencing “avoidance” they can tend to play 
distracted, they compete at too low an intensity 
level, and they can tend to execute their actions with 
a sense of negativity, with a feeling of fear. Such a 
brain and body state leads to tunnel-vision, sluggish 
anticipation, and sub-standard decision making.

It won’t surprise you to hear me say that, when it 
comes to competitiveness, so much of my work as a 
sport psychologist labours towards helping players fire 
their BAS and play with “approach behaviours”. 

See the next page for three simple tips to help 
players play in approach mode…

APPROACH BEHAVIOUR
SPORT PSYCHOLOGIST DAN ABRAHAMS EXPLAINS HOW TO ENCOURAGE PLAYERS TO 
UTILISE THE POSITIVITY OF “APPROACH BEHAVIOUR”…

SPORT PSYCHOLOGY
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TIP 1
Help players focus on what they 
want, not on what they don’t want. 
That may sound obvious, but many 
players are inclined to think about, 
and worry about, what they want 
to avoid: “I don’t want to make 
mistakes”; “I don’t want to let my 
team mates down”; “I don’t want to 
get subbed”. This language, though 
subtle, can cause inhibition and 
avoidance. Instead, help players 
phrase their game objectives 
positively: “I want to stay on for 90 
minutes”; “I want to be a great team mate”; “I want to 
play positively and respond proactively to any error”.

TIP 2
In line with tip number one, help players direct their 
focus away from game outcomes and performance 
outcomes. Game outcomes such as winning 
and losing, and performance outcomes such as 
completed passes and saves made, are important 
but not controllable. An over concern for these can 
tap into a player’s stress response and BIS. Help 
players choose specific tasks to accomplish during 
the game and direct their attention onto these 

tasks, in order to lessen their 
chances of worrying about factors 
that are out of their control. 

Yes, we all want to win, but what 
are we going to do to win? Using a 
ferocious focus on accomplishing 
specific, controllable tasks 
helps players direct attention 
appropriately.

TIP 3
Train BAS in every session. Adopt the 
philosophy that small-sided games 
aren’t just for technical development, 

and shape-work isn’t just for tactical refinement, 
and possession games aren’t just for decision making 
improvement – all three are for players to experience 
BAS. Even basic passing activities are useful for players 
to feel the internal forces that drive BAS. 

To massage BAS during activities use action-based 
words (adjectives and verbs) in your linguistic library: 
“Come on, show me sharp movements… show me a 
confident pass… make sure you execute freely… every 
movement quick… stay lively and alert.” 

The use of action-based words give players a 
visual model of how to execute their in-game 
behaviours in BAS.

SPORT PSYCHOLOGY

“When players 
are experiencing 
‘approach’ they 

give themselves 
their best chance 

to focus on the 
task at hand”
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YOU CAN’T SIMPLY COPY AND PASTE 
Anyone of note in any leadership position is constantly 
thinking about what new ways of working may be out 
there and how they can improve their knowledge and 
understanding. But what’s most important is that you 
take an experiential approach, applying what you’ve 
learned to your own individual situation. So, while 
you can sit in a masterclass or workshop and study 
academic theory, you have to be able to take that 
information and those ideas and see how they might 
fit with the realities of your own environment and the 
challenges you face.

PRIDE IN THE LIONS

THERE ARE SO MANY DIFFERENT WAYS TO LEARN
I take something of a hybrid approach, so I listen to 
podcasts, watch video content on various platforms, 
and read a lot. That includes the LMA magazine The 
Manager, in which I always find something of interest 
that I can learn from.

LEADERS CAN LEARN A LOT FROM ONE 
ANOTHER, WHATEVER THEIR FIELD
As a manager, you’ll always be interested in the 
technical elements of the game, but I think the more 
experienced you become the more you really focus on 

A YEAR AFTER A HIGHLY SUCCESSFUL EURO 2020 CAMPAIGN AND HAVING QUALIFIED AS 
GROUP WINNERS FOR THE 2022 WORLD CUP, ENGLAND MANAGER AND LMA PRESIDENT 
GARETH SOUTHGATE OBE REFLECTS ON LEADERSHIP, LEARNING AND LONG-TERM THINKING.

INTERVIEW GARETH SOUTHGATE
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the leadership and management side of things. I think 
you also look more to other sports and businesses for 
inspiration. Over the years, by meeting people in varied 
sports and businesses, it’s confirmed my belief that 
the issues and challenges you encounter as a leader 
are essentially the same whatever your field. Whether 
you’re talking about the importance of a vision, forming 
a strategy to achieve that vision, leading and managing 
people, empathy or getting the best out of people, 
there’s a lot of crossover. I’ve always believed that 
was the case, but the longer I’ve been in a leadership 
position the more I’ve seen the relevance of it.

AS A LEADER YOU NEED SHORT AND  
LONG-TERM THINKING
When you go into a new team or business, there will 
be changes you want to make for the longer term, 
things that will bring about more sustainable success.

However, you have to get results early on in order to 
afford yourself time to do that. Without that short-
term success people start to lose confidence that 
what you’re telling them is possible and may 
lose belief in your methods.

They need to see some evidence that 
you really know what you’re doing. 
When you have longevity it gives the 
team stability, and that’s important 
for success.

While you may see a team succeed 
without that longevity in terms of the 
manager or the head coach, it will be 
there somewhere else, in other key roles 
within the organisation.

A TEAM IS LIKE A LIVING, 
BREATHING ORGANISM
You have to constantly adapt 
your approach as a leader, 
because you’re managing an 
ongoing process of change 
and adaptation. In the 
short term, for example, 
each member of the team 
will be in a different place 
psychologically after a match. 
Some will have played well, 
others will be disappointed 
in their performance, and 
those who didn’t play at all 
will be wondering what your 
response is going to be as 
the manager. In the longer 
term, meanwhile, the team 
evolves as older players 
leave and younger ones 
come through and need to 
be integrated into the team 
and understand its culture.

GARETH SOUTHGATE 
INTERVIEW

“When you have longevity it gives 
the team stability, and that’s 

important for success”
That culture itself needs to be maintained 

and given your attention, because while it 
might seem well embedded it doesn’t take 
much in terms of behaviours and attitudes to 
put it at risk.

TO SUCCEED, YOU NEED THE BEST 
TALENT IN EVERY AREA

Managers are now leading 
bigger teams than ever and 
have specialist support 
in every department. 
What’s more, in each of 
those areas things are 
advancing incredibly fast; 
things can change within 
days, with new pieces of 
research out and best 
practice shared quickly 
and openly. Everybody 
is looking for an edge, 
so we wouldn’t be 
recruiting the right 
people if we just went 
for individuals who 

were comfortable in their 
skills; we actually need 
people who don’t think 
they know everything 
already, people who are 
always looking for ways 
to grow and improve.
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IT TAKES TIME TO BUILD TRUST AND RAPPORT
I’ve always enjoyed talking with people, getting to 
the heart of what motivates them, what’s important 
to them and what’s going on in their lives. The longer 
you work with someone and develop a relationship 
and psychological safety with them, the more open 
they tend to be, but it takes time. It’s only through 
close observation and communication that you really 
discover what your players’ individual needs are. 

You can get a good idea of where someone’s head 
is at, and whether they might need some additional 
support, from their body language and behaviour, 
but it’s only through really talking to them that you’ll 
know the root cause. It’s easy to make incorrect 
assumptions about what’s going on.

I’VE NEVER FOUND IT HARD 
TO SHOW HUMILITY
After all, things haven’t always 
gone right in my own life, and 
there are plenty of things I still 
feel I haven’t achieved. I know 
there is always something more 
for me to aim for and people and 
experiences I can learn from.

What’s more, the sport itself 
keeps you humble, because if 

GARETH SOUTHGATE 
INTERVIEW

“The sport itself 
keeps you humble, 

because if you don’t 
get things right 
there’s always a 

potential defeat just 
around the corner”

you don’t get things right there’s always a potential 
defeat just around the corner. Humility also has to 
be coupled with a sense of authority, because for 
people to follow you they need to know that you are 
competent, experienced and knowledgeable enough 
to deal with any situation that you might come up 
against. They need to be confident that you’ll be able 
to help them get through any problems they face and 
that you aren’t going to crumble under the pressure.

MATCHDAYS AT EURO 2020 TOLD ONLY ONE  
PART OF OUR STORY
With any competition, you begin with a vision of where 
you want to take your side, and over the course of the 

journey you discover the best ways 
to work with them. You constantly 
tweak and refresh things along the 
way – how you deliver meetings 
and training sessions, engage the 
players, and foster a strong team 
identity. When I look back, one 
of the things that gave me most 
pride was to see how the players 
behaved as a group, the support, 
value and respect they showed 
one another, regardless of whether 
they made the final 11 or not.
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